New Live Training Series:
Standout Topics for Reviews & Review Applications in 2021
I am hosting a 2 part FREE LIVE online training series, ‘Standout Topics for Reviews & Review
Applications in 2021’. Bringing you up to speed with the lessons of the latest Triennial Analysis,
the 6 Practice These in the Child Safeguarding Practice Review Panel’s latest report &
challenging your thinking around the use of certain phrases, this is an experiential workshop.
The training is designed to apply to 3 types of review *
The series is designed to fine tune the content of your review applications & your review
analysis, offering insight into what is hitting us in reviews of 2020 cases. Click here for our FREE
Challenge the Narrative download.
Click here if you have not yet registered for the poverty workshop 1 on 18th May.

Join us on 21st May 1-2pm for this FREE live
masterclass & be sure to leave with takeaways
to implement in your next review.
Click here to reserve your seat.

'3 Simple Strategies for Tighter Use of Language in Reviews &
Review Applications’ with Donna Ohdedar
In this training we will share:
your role in unlearning the assumptions & avoiding the lazy analysis that can follow when we use a stock
phrase
the clarity you can create for all when you deconstruct certain phrases during discussion
how & when to introduce your intention for use of language in the review, opening the debate &
encouraging collaboration from the start
THE BIG QUESTION : whether role modelling behaviour really can create impact both inside & outside of the
review
Click here to reserve your seat.
*Child Safeguarding Practice Reviews, Domestic Homicide Reviews, Safeguarding Adult Reviews

SILP is a learning model which engages practitioners & families in case reviews, focussing on why those involved
acted in a certain way. With a systems focus to reviewing cases, SILP prioritises strengths in practice to promote
an open learning environment. Proportionality of process & report is one of SILP's underpinning principles. For
more see SILP Reviews
Donna Ohdedar, Head of SILP, has 16 years public sector experience, including her last role as Head of Law for a
leading metropolitan authority. Now an independent reviewer, trainer, mentor & podcaster, Donna is involved in
Child Safeguarding Practice Reviews, Domestic Homicide Reviews & Safeguarding Adult Reviews. Motivated by her
big mission to improve practice in reviews, Donna offers 'SILP School' her university accredited SILP review course,
continuing professional development for reviewers & a free online network for 'leaders' in review practice. Click here
to join. With an aspiration to share her vision more widely about valuing process & learning from strong practice,

